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          PRESIDENTIAL INSIGHTS 
 

    BTM recently hit a notable point on its 
timeline. At the end of August, we had 
completely moved out of the warehouse on 
Broadway. Our more than three years at 
Broadway allowed several significant cars to 
be brought to BTM and the Dayton area. 
BTM’s freshly restored 1972 Lotus Elan, our 
1960 Peerless GT, a rare 1938 Vauxhall, a 
Mini Van and Moke, plus eleven others 
found a temporary home at Broadway. 
Most would have been turned away for lack 
of storage.  

Many thanks go to John Gray 
for coming to BTM’s rescue 

with the loan of the building!  

It gave BTM the chance to continue to grow 
into the collection that it is today.  

     In addition to keeping BTM cars safe and 
sound, Broadway allowed us to host several 
“Open House” events. Our education 
mission moved forward as we displayed the 
cars and talked about their features and 
history. Broadway was our base of 
operations for the maintenance and 
preservation of the cars. They were 
prepared for other car shows and events to  

 

 

take our story to the general public. Besides 
many Ohio events, BTM cars were displayed 
in Florida, Tennessee, and Virginia. They 
always drew a favorable response. 

    A vivid memory comes to mind of being 
at Broadway at 2:30 AM for the final 
preparation of the Lotus Elan for its Dayton 
Concours inaugural showing. “Not a 
creature was stirring” except for the three 
of us firing the Elan detailing her for the 
show. “What fools these mortals be!” 

   Thanks, John, for the many opportunities 
that the building opened up to BTM and 
for the memories that came with it. 

               ~ Pete Stroble 

How many U.S. presidents were not born 
U.S. citizens?  Find the answer somewhere 
in this issue of “British Automobile” .                                    
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~                                                                                              
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The BTM President, Pete Stroble has been 
swamped. So I, Jeannie Snapp Smith will 
attempt to give you a few highlights of a  

BTM’s VOLUNTEER’S REPORT 

 At the August 1 British Car Day at 
Eastwood Metro Park Pete had the 
display set up and enjoyed telling 
everyone about the new building at 
321 Hopeland. He and Dick Smith 
presented the Best of Show Award for 
BTM. Amanda Hawker was again 
popular with her great program for the 
children. 

 The BTM had its first Museum event 
with a welcoming of a great bunch of 
Sunbeam people. Pete, Mike Barton, 
Aaron O’Brien and others worked in a 
rush to set up a lovely display in the 
new museum building. The building 
still has much left by the past owners 
to be cleaned up. 

 Mike Edgerton, Skip Peterson and 
Dale Oaks did a great job again at the 
Concours d’Elegance at the Carillon 
Park September 20. Of course they are 
always quick to give credit to the 
multitude of volunteers. Thanks 
everybody. BTM had two cars in the 
show, a 1962 Triumph Herald 
convertible and a 1960 Peerless GT. 
Pete and Dick Smith were both judges 
and lots of BTM members volunteered 
in several areas. 

 Because the new building had only lots 
of loading docks [none of the 
collection has a helicopter function] 
a solid steel ramp was built 
immediately. It has proven invaluable. 

 This is a good place to recognize Mike 
Barton [who is not afraid to get down 
and dirty] who cleans up trash, sorts 

and organizes, and swept and moped 
BTM’s huge new showroom. Mike 
details the cars to a high museum 
quality standard. And Aaron is often by 
his side helping with whatever needs 
done.  

 Pete and Aaron O’Brian went to 
Bartlesville, Oklahoma to get a new car 
for the BTM collection in September. A 
1957 red convertible Triumph TR3 was 
donated by the Carolyn F. Meyer Trust. 
This makes 37 cars for BTM.  Come 
check out this new beauty. 

 Pete, Nancy, and Mike made a trip east 
in June to the Moss Motorfest and as 
usual made some fine contacts and 
keeps spreading the word about BTM. 
Pete is good at developing 
connections. 

 Pete and Mike have loaded [this meant 
lots of automotive work] all the cars 
and everything else has been moved 
from Broadway which is now occupied 
by others.  

  I believe Pete has mowed 10 times. 
Dan Wade provided a riding mower 
that is being made ready to take on 
this task. The grounds look good and 
the neighbors are pleased. Please let 
Pete know if there is any way you can 
help as the winter is upon us. 

 John Sheehan has taken on the 
chairmanship of the Design 
Committee, trying to turn a building 
into a museum. A great crew will soon 
start sharing development ideas. Let 
John know in which area you would 
like to be involved. 

 There almost needs to be a separate 
report about Pete’s wife Nancy 
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Stroble.  She works right along with 
Pete and has even picked up trash 
outside and tried to clean the grounds. 
They have been trying to record the 
long hours they have both amassed.  
Nancy cleans and sorts to help 
maintain the gift shop. She always 
helps with the refreshments and 
tidying up. But she has recently spent a 
lot of hours packing, carrying, loading, 
unloading, and stacking boxes of 
memorabilia and stuff to the new 
building. I am sure that there are 
others out there who could relieve 
Nancy as we unpack, arrange and set 
up displays to turn this into a beautiful 
museum. Thanks! Nancy, for all you 
are doing.            

BTM committees and volunteers     
will be featured in upcoming                              

“British Automobile”  newsletters.                                                                                                                                      
~ Jeannie Snapp Smith 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
The United States declared 
its independence from the Kingdom of 
Great Britain on July 4, 1776. Eight of the 
first nine Presidents were born before the 
United States even existed. 
They were born in British America, the area 
that would later make up parts of the 
United States and Canada. Therefore, these 
men were technically British subjects at 
birth. Answer: Eight. George Washington 
1742, John Adams 1735, Thomas Jefferson 
1743, James Madison 1751, James Monroe 
1758, John Quincy Adams 1767, Andrew 
Jackson 1767, William Henry Harrison 1773. 
These were all consecutive presidents, 
except for Harrison. He succeeded Martin 
Van Buren, who was born in 1782, making 
him American by birth.  

 

BTM COLLECTION SPOTLIGHT  

            

 This interesting 1964 Imp was donated to 
The Society for the Preservation of British 
Transportation in America, Inc. (now British 
Transportation Museum) by Mrs. Jane 
Hufziger of Middletown, Ohio in October 
2001 and became the 2nd car to join the 
BTM Collection. The Sunbeam Imp was 
introduced in 1964. 

 

It has a rear mounted four cylinder 
overhead camshaft, 170 lb. in-line 875cc 
engine. The engine develops 42 hp at 
5,000 rpm with a 10 to 1 compression ratio. 
 

The engine and suspension are mounted on 
a subframe. The Imp’s rigid unitized body 
has some 22 sq. ft. of glass area. The Imp’s 
curb weight is 1,570 lbs. It measures 139 in. 
overall; almost 2 ½ feet shorter than the VW 
Beetle.  
 

The Imp utilizes four wheel independent 
suspension with a swing axle in the front, a 
trailing arm arrangement in the rear and coil 
springs all around. Top speed is 81 mph.  
 

The Imp gas tank is in the front due primarily 
that the engine is in the rear. 
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Sunbeam Imp at BTM British Car Meet at 
the Market, 2013.                        ~ Dick Smith 
 
 

 

          BRITISH PERSONALITIES 

 

Adrian Newey, OBE 

Adrian Newey was born in 1958 in 
Milton Keynes, England.  During 30 
years in motorsport Adrian Newey has 
developed something of a legend. He’s 
heralded as an original thinker, a 
maverick designer, the heir to the legacy 
of Colin Chapman and a softly-spoken 
genius. But the thing he’s best known 
for is winning.  

His thesis on the science of ground-effect 
in aerodynamics attracted the attention 
of the motor racing community and in 
1980, shortly University, Newey began 
working for the Fittipaldi F1 team. after 
graduation from Southampton 
University, Newey began working for the 
Fittipaldi F1 team. 

He soon moved to March, beginning 
work as a race engineer in Formula 2 
before moving on to design. While Newey 
is first and foremost regarded as a 

Formula One designer, his early 
successes came in American racing: his 
first sports car design for March won the 
IMSA’s GTP class in 1983 and 1984, 
though Adrian had already moved to 
March’s IndyCar project. His first effort, 
the March 85C, won both the 
Championship and the Indy 500, while 
his follow-up model won the 
Championship in 1986 and the Indy 500 
in both ’86 and ‘87. 

Newey briefly left March to work for Carl 
Haas, first at the FORCE F1 team and 
latterly back in IndyCar as a race 
engineer for Mario Andretti. It was a 
short-lived sojourn and Newey soon 
returned to March, masterminding the 
constructor’s return to F1, as technical 
director.   

 

He moved on to Williams at the end of 
1990 and began a decade in which 
everything he touched turned to 
extremely rapid gold. In partnership with 
Patrick Head, Newey’s first car for 
Williams won seven races in 1991; its 
successors won five Constructors’ titles 
in the next six years, made world 
champions of Nigel Mansell, Damon Hill 
and Jacques Villeneuve, gifted a fourth 
title to Alain Prost and introduced a 
callow youth by the name of David 
Coulthard to the top step of the podium.  
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When Newey departed Williams for fresh 
challenges at McLaren, he confirmed his 
prowess with three further titles, 
rounding off the decade with the 1998 
Constructors’ title and two world 
championships for Mika Hakkinen.  

Newey’s McLarens continued to win 
races in the 21st Century, taking several 
championships down to the wire and 
never failing to win individual grands 
prix. His final effort in 2005 won ten of 
the season’s 19 races but somehow 
managed to dodge both titles. In search 
of a new challenge Adrian moved on 
once again, to Red Bull Racing, the 
attraction of which lay in the potential to 
create a winning team virtually from 
scratch.  

Newey joined Red Bull racing in 
February 2006. The Guardian reported 
that Newey would be getting around $10 
million a year at Red Bull Racing, owned 
by Austrian energy drink billionaire 
Dietrich Mateschitz, after McLaren 
baulked at increasing his salary in 
contract renewal negotiations.  His 
association with the Red Bull team 
resulted in four World Drivers' 
Championship wins for their driver 
Sebastian Vettle, as well as four World 
Constructors' Championship wins for 
the overall team.  Despite rumors that 
Newey would leave Red Bull, he and the 
team signed a new contract in 2014 
expanding his role within the team. 

(From Wikipedia and Red Bull Racing)       
John Sheehan      

               

‘Like’ the BTM FACEBOOK page at:  

The British Transportation Museum 

Visit the BTM website at: 
www.BritishTransportationMuseum.org 

  ‘New’ TR3 Beauty from Oklahoma                      

In early September BTM was contacted 
about a beautiful 1957 Triumph TR3. 
Carolyn Meyer was offering the car that she 
and her husband James had performed a 12 
year frame off restoration on.  

The restoration covered the states of 
Colorado, New York, and Oklahoma as it 
followed the family through three job 
transfers. The donation would be in James’ 
memory to commemorate his 
craftsmanship and passion for British cars. 

 

The TR3 was a later version of the “small 
mouth” design. It came with disc brakes, 
visible through the correct painted wire 
wheels, while the earlier versions were 
drum brakes.  It had the optional overdrive 
transmission for the ultimate highway 
cruising experience.  

The signal red TR3 pictures Carolyn shared 
with us were stunning and we leaped at the 
chance of adding it to the collection.  
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It was dead stock except for an alternator 
conversion to handle the hidden radio. The 
black interior was topped with a black soft 
top and came with a matching black 
tourneau cover. The donation came with 
some spares and five very nice wire wheels 
and tires.   

 
We opted to save some money and trailer it 
back to Ohio ourselves. We could give it the 
extra TLC in transport that the car deserved 
rather than cast its fate to some shippers. 
The 1500 mile round trip was a killer on my 
old bones but Aaron O’Brien was a savior in 
handling more than half of the driving 
chores.  

The trip was well worth the effort as we got 
to meet Carolyn in person. We talked about 
the restoration they had done over pizza at 
the “Hideaway” in Bartlesville, a favorite of 

theirs. Bartlesville is the home of Philips 66 
Petroleum and has the only Frank Lloyd 
Wright skyscraper, the 19 story Price Tower.  

Carolyn had fond memories of traveling to 
Steam Boat Springs, CO for the vintage 
races in the TR3 before the major work 
began. James had welded in new panels 
where ever any rust or damage was found. 
He had personally done all of the 
mechanical and body work except for the 
final paint job. Carolyn gave us the books 
and documents that covered the work. 
James was very meticulous in tracking the 
parts that he replaced with new from Moss 
Motors and The Roadster Factory.  His 
craftsmanship shows in the rolling art work 
that was before us.  

 

The TR3 received many “thumbs up” on the 
way home. We stumbled on to a “Street 
Rod Nationals” in Springfield, MO on our 
overnight stop. We cruised through the 
crowds with the TR3 on the trailer to many 
favorable comments. In St, Louis, we just 
had to stop for a photo-op at the arch, both 
on the levee and from the top of the arch. 
Back drops like that don’t come along every 
day.  

The TR3 is now nestled in with the 
collection at 321 Hopeland St. Dayton, OH. 
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Plan on checking it out on your next visit 
with us.                                        ~ Pete Stroble 
 

Harry Mague’s TR6 Restoration  

Part 1-C… My Triumph Background 
 

After only two years in Hawaii, the rust 
started to reappear. When I left Hawaii in 
the summer of 1987 I had to install a new 
top before the car was shipped to California 
while I went to school in Merced, CA. 
After the school, the car was driven cross 
country again as I was stationed in Rome, 
NY again.  

  
 

After the next three years in Rome, NY, 
with the snow and salty roads, I retired from 
the Air Force and got a flying job with 
Airborne Express in Wilmington, Oh. The 
“6” became my airport car with several 
other pilots using the “6” when they needed 
a car. The funny thing is it always started. 
Thru the years in ND and NY, in the worst 
weather, my “6” always started!!!! In fact, 
several times in ND and NY, I would end up 
jump starting other guy’s cars that had died 
during the cold weather. 
 

The years in Wilmington took the final toll 
on the “6”. In 1998, I placed an order with 
the Roadster Factory for a new body 
because I knew the original body was toast. 
The new body was on order for almost a 
year before the Roadster Factory obtained 
one. As a side, the new bodies were 
manufactured by British Heritage. When 

British Leyland closed, British Heritage 
bought the tool and die of several models of 
British cars including the TR6. They 
produce bodies for several British models. 
Once they have enough orders, they 
manufacture the bodies to the original 
specifications. 
 

My new body arrived from England in the 
middle of the winter of 1998. Thankfully the 
Roadster Factory agreed to store the body 
until the spring of 1999. In November, over 
Thanksgiving, in 1998, I planned to drive 
the car from Ohio back to New York to 
begin the restoration. I tuned the car prior to 
the drive. It was running quite well and 
while driving on the back roads in 
Wilmington, the frame broke where the 
trailing arm attaches to the frame. 
 

 
 

Needless to say, I didn’t drive the car, but 
had to have it shipped to New York. The car 
arrived and the dismantling/demolition 
began. Thus part 2 will begin. 
 

The “6” arrived in New York with the Hard 
Top still attached. Notice the rust thru in the 
rear quarter panel. This was typical 
throughout the front and rear quarter panels.  
End Part 1             Continued.     ~ Harry Mague 
The British Transportation Museum will be 
offering indoor, secure & dry vehicle storage 
on a monthly rental basis. Contact Mike 
Edgerton at 937-866-2222 for details and to 
reserve a parking space or two.  


